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Glossary

Best loved classical viola music
Superbly performed viola pieces including works by Brahms, Berlioz, Schumann, and others.
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Georg Philipp TELEMANN (1681–1767)
Viola Concerto in G major, TWV 51:G9 – 2:53
II. Allegro
Ladislav Kyselák • Capella Istropolitana
Richard Edlinger (8.550156)
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Béla BARTÓK (1881–1945)
Viola Concerto, Sz. 120 –
II. Adagio religioso

Zoltán KODÁLY (1882–1967)
Fantasia cromatica
(after J.S. Bach’s Chromatic Fantasia
and Fugue in D minor, BWV 903)

4:05

Henri VIEUXTEMPS (1820–1881)
Viola Sonata in B flat major, Op. 36 –
II. Barcarolla: Andante con moto

Robert SCHUMANN (1810–1856)
Märchenbilder, Op. 113
4:09
(version for viola and piano) – I. Nicht schnell

9

Rebecca CLARKE (1886–1979)
Viola Sonata – I. Impetuoso

7:19
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Bow

Modelled on the traditional hunting bow, a curved wooden stick, with horsehair
stretched between its ends, by means of which the strings of un-keyed string
instruments are generally set in vibration; though this, of course, can also be done
by plucking or (seldom) striking them.

Bridge

The supporting (and sometimes ornate) wedge or block of wood which holds the
strings up from the ‘belly’ of a string instrument, enabling them to vibrate freely.

Chin rest

A carved wooden block clamped to the underside of the violin or viola, enabling
players to grip the instrument between chin and collarbone, thereby relieving the left
hand of the necessity to bear the full weight of the instrument. The name is a complete
misnomer as the chin is not resting at all but bearing down on the instrument. The
invention of the device is attributed to the great violinist Louis Spohr, c. 1815. A later
development is the ‘shoulder rest’, which lifts the instrument away from contact with
the shoulder.

Damp

To radically diminish or extinguish the vibrations of a string, etc. by means of
external pressure.

Double-stopping

The playing of two notes at the same time on string instruments by drawing the
bow over two strings simultaneously.

Mute

A small weight which can be attached to the bridge of string instruments to inhibit
its vibrations, producing a muffled, sweet, rather cotton-woolly sound.

Stopping

The placement of a finger on a string so as to determine that portion which
is to vibrate. This technique accounts for most of the notes played on any
string instrument.

Dmitry Sinkovsky • Aapo Häkkinen (8.573589)

7:03

Matthew Jones • Michael Hampton (8.572579)

6:27

Hector BERLIOZ (1803–1869)
Harold en Italie, Op. 16 –
6:49
III. Allegro assai (‘Serenade of an
Abruzzi Mountain-Dweller to his Mistress’)
Rivka Golani • San Diego Symphony Orchestra
Yoav Talmi (8.553034)

Ludwig van BEETHOVEN (1770–1827)
Duet in E flat major for viola and cello,
4:18
WoO 32 ‘With Two Eyeglasses’ – II. Minuetto
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Robert Diaz • Robert Koenig (8.555262)
5

2:40

Tabea Zimmermann • Maria Kliegel (8.555787)

Roger Chase (8.572293)
4

Paul HINDEMITH (1895–1963)
Viola Sonata in F major, Op. 11,
No. 4 – I. Fantasie: Ruhig

A strip of wood glued to the underside of the ‘belly’ of bowed string instruments to
sustain some of the pressure exerted by the tension of the strings on the bridge.

Heinrich Koll • Madoka Inui (8.557606)
7

Hong-Mei Xiao • Budapest Philharmonic Orchestra
János Kovács (8.554183)
3
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Bass bar

Carl Philipp STAMITZ (1745–1801)
Viola Concerto No. 1 in D major –
II. Andante moderato

5:38

Victoria Chiang • Baltimore Chamber Orchestra
Markand Thakar (8.572162)
11

Johannes BRAHMS (1833–1897)
Viola Sonata No. 1 in F minor,
Op. 120 – IV. Vivace

5:04

Roberto Diaz • Jeremy Denk (8.570827)
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The finale of the First Sonata is a lively
Rondo, opened by the piano, that displays
vivacious rhythms and exciting themes.
12
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Prokofiev: Romeo and Juliet, Op. 64
(arr. V. Borisovsky) – Act I: Introduction
Prokofiev’s music for the ballet Romeo and
Juliet has become one of his most admired
scores, though it endured a troubled
history, initially being declared impossible
to dance to. The arrangement by Vadim
Borisovsky retains the romance and drama
of the score whilst maximising the viola’s
full register and bowing techniques.
Enescu: Concertstück for viola and piano
Celebrated violinist Yehudi Menuhin
called Enescu ‘the most extraordinary
human being, the greatest musician
and the most formative influence I have
ever experienced’, and Enescu’s own
violin playing and compositions are
profoundly impressive. The Concertstück
is a fascinating competition test piece,
alternately lyrical and virtuosic, folkloric
and exhilarating.
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Mozart: Sinfonia Concertante
in E flat major, K. 364 – III. Presto
Inspired by the orchestra at Mannheim,
described by a contemporary writer as
‘an army of generals’, Mozart wrote his
Sinfonia Concertante for violin, viola
and orchestra in 1779. This large-scale
masterpiece is a joyful and expressive
example of Mozart’s genius for interplay
and exchange: the finale is full of constantly
creative imitations from the viola.
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Sergey PROKOFIEV (1891–1953)
Romeo and Juliet, Op. 64
(arr. V. Borisovsky) – Act I: Introduction

14

2:14

Matthew Jones • Michael Hampton (8.572318)
13

George ENESCU (1881–1955)
Concertstück for viola and piano

Walton: Viola Concerto (1962 version) –
II. Vivo, con molto preciso
Walton’s Viola Concerto is one of his
most admired works, a standard bearer
for the viola in the 20th century. Intended
for the great Lionel Tertis but premiered
by Paul Hindemith, the concerto is full
of a rich variety of moods. The central
movement is a zippy one, with dazzlingly
fast passagework and soulful expression.

6:43

Ladislav Kyselák • Takako Nishizaki
Capella Istropolitana
Stephen Gunzenhauser (8.550332)

8:39

Sarah-Jane Bradley • Anthony Hewitt (8.572533)

Wolfgang Amadeus MOZART (1756–1791)
Sinfonia Concertante in E flat major,
K. 364 – III. Presto
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William WALTON (1902–1983)
Viola Concerto (1962 version) –
II. Vivo, con molto preciso

4:39

Helen Callus • New Zealand Symphony Orchestra
Marc Taddei (8.573876)

Total Timing: 79:12

Jonathan Woolf
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Vivid Viola

and beyond. It is an outstanding example
of the genre as the opening movement
clearly demonstrates, being full of vivid
fantasy and colour.

Best loved classical viola music
Which instrument first springs to mind when
thinking about the string section in an orchestra?
The answer is frequently the violin, or the cello;
infrequently, the viola. You can trace the
backgrounds of many instruments with a degree
of certainty. The oboe, for example, that dates
back to its early forms in Greece and Rome; or
the clarinet that developed from the chalumeau.
They may not be objects of beauty, but they are
functional and products of logical development.
But the viola has mysterious origins and, for
such an established and aesthetically attractive
instrument, its development has puzzled
scholars and players alike. And there’s another
conundrum: which came first, the violin or
the viola?
There had been instruments that bore
some superficial similarity to the viola: the
Egyptians played on an instrument known as
the kithara, whilst in Arabia there was an
instrument shaped like a lute called the rebab.
Chinese and Indian instruments also shared
similar characteristics and across Europe a folk
instrument with a fingerboard that was either
plucked or bowed flourished for many years.
Known as the Welsh crwth, it had sported
other names such as crot, cruit and crouth. But
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the immediate precursors of the viola seem to
have been the Moorish rebec (with its round
body and neck), the fiddle (which appeared
in the 12th century and was box-like), the lira
da braccio (with seven strings, two of them
drones, but in every other respect was played
like the instrument we know today) and finally
the viol. This last had a flat top and was played
by the instrumentalist sitting down.
By the 1530s and 1540s writers had
begun describing instruments with three or
four strings but without frets, which may have
been prototype violins or violas. Most of
these treatises were written by Italians, though
some were published in Germany. By 1556 a
Frenchman called Jambe de Fer published a
book that described the family of violins giving
the names of the instruments (in French) and
the tunings. There were two descriptions for
the viola: the haute-contre (alto) and the taille
(tenor). The first referred to a small viola and
the second to a large viola. The reason for the
difference was the nature of the music being
composed at the time, where instruments were
often asked to shadow singers. As violins took
the soprano role and cellos the bass, violas
were needed to fill in the middle voices.
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Beethoven: Duet in E flat major
for viola and cello, WoO 32
‘With Two Eyeglasses’ – II. Minuetto
The Duet for viola and cello, WoO 32,
was written during Beethoven’s early days
in Vienna. It bears the unusual subtitle
‘Duet with Two Eyeglasses’ because the
dedicatee, an amateur cellist and minor
composer, had poor eyesight. Beethoven
never wrote a slow movement but the
lively Minuetto, with its very attractive trio
section, balances the strong first movement.
Schumann: Märchenbilder, Op. 113
(version for viola and piano) –
I. Nicht schnell
Schumann wrote his Märchenbilder,
Op. 113 for the new concertmaster of
the Düsseldorf Orchestra, who was an
exceptionally agile performer. There are
four ‘Fairy-tale Pictures’ but Schumann
never specified any detail – which hasn’t
stopped critics speculating about Rapunzel,
Rumpelstilzchen and Sleeping Beauty. The
opening piece is a dreamy Moderato.
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Clarke: Viola Sonata – I. Impetuoso
It was her composition teacher, Sir Charles
Villiers Stanford, who suggested that
Rebecca Clarke should take up the viola
and she did so with great success. She also
wrote for the instrument in 1919 a work
that stands as one of the most rewarding of
all 20th-century viola sonatas. In ‘fantasy’
style, the movements encompass a rich
variety of moods and turbulent expression.
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Stamitz: Viola Concerto No. 1 in D major –
II. Andante moderato
18th-century
viola
concertos
are
surprisingly rare but one that has remained
enduringly popular is that by Carl Stamitz.
As a performer he was unusual in preferring
the viola and viola d’amore to the violin,
and in the slow movement from his Viola
Concerto No. 1 one can appreciate the
sensuous beauty of his writing as well as
his talent for clever instrumentation.
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Brahms: Viola Sonata No. 1 in F minor,
Op. 120 – IV. Vivace
Brahms wrote his two Op. 120 sonatas in
1894 and they were published for clarinet
or viola, with piano. They are cornerstones
of the Romantic repertoire, their autumnal
colours perfectly suited to the instrument.
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of violin playing of his generation and
an enduringly important figure. As a
great virtuoso he wrote extensively for
the instrument, but he also composed
a portfolio of viola music, of which the
Viola Sonata is among the most important.
The Barcarolle movement lilts with great
rhythmic subtlety.

in the Allegro second movement, with the
lyricism and elegance of the French.
2
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Bartók: Viola Concerto, Sz. 120 –
II. Adagio religioso
Leaving his beloved Hungary as a refugee,
Béla Bartók spent the last five years of his
life in New York. Here in the summer of
1945 he wrote a Viola Concerto which
remained unfinished at the time of his
death but was subsequently orchestrated.
The slow movement is a moving and
beautiful chorale punctuated with moments
of vehemence.
Kodály: Fantasia cromatica
(after J.S. Bach’s Chromatic Fantasia
and Fugue in D minor, BWV 903)
Bartók’s great Hungarian contemporary
Zoltán Kodály wrote his Fantasia cromatica
(after J.S. Bach’s Chromatic Fantasia and
Fugue in D minor, BWV 903) for violist
Pál Lukács. It is a powerfully expressive
and masterly example of the art of
arrangement.
Vieuxtemps: Viola Sonata in B flat major,
Op. 36 – II. Barcarolla: Andante con moto
Henry Vieuxtemps was the greatest
representative of the Franco-Belgian school
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Berlioz: Harold en Italie, Op. 16 –
III. Allegro assai (‘Serenade of an Abruzz
Mountain-Dweller to his Mistress’)
The great Paganini commissioned Hector
Berlioz to compose a viola concerto for him
to perform. Rather than writing a virtuosic
tour de force Berlioz instead composed
a symphony in four movements with solo
viola, taking Lord Byron’s poem Childe
Harold as inspiration. The selected
movement explores rustic folk rhythms and
tunes, illustrative of a rugged landscape.
Hindemith: Viola Sonata in F major,
Op. 11, No. 4 – I. Fantasie: Ruhig
Paul Hindemith was one of the most
important composers of his time, but he
was also an outstanding viola soloist
and chamber musician. His Viola Sonata,
Op. 11, No. 4 was composed in 1919
and established his reputation in Germany
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At this point we can reconsider briefly
whether the violin or viola came first. The
evidence for the primacy of the viola is
circumstantial and rests on the fact that more
16th-century violas have survived than violins,
that the word ‘viola’ in Italian covers the whole
violin family, and that the lira da braccio was
thought to be the immediate ancestor of the
whole violin family. But none of these points is
in any sense definitive. The mystery will remain
unsolved and it seems safer to draw some
general conclusions. The first is that despite the
confusion and complications of its precursors
the viola probably evolved together with its
siblings, the violin and cello, at around the same
time. And that time was shortly before 1508,
as indicated by some frescoes depicting the
instrument in the North Italian city of Ferrara. The
primary locations were the towns of Brescia and
Cremona. Brescia had long been famed for its
instrument makers, notably those of the lute and
rebec. Candidates are forever being proposed
as the very first viola makers. Some have said
Gasparo de Sàlo, who lived in Brescia, whilst
for others Andrea Amati remains the plausible
luthier. However, no single candidate is likely
to have been the unknown genius of viola
production and it is far more probable that a
wave of collective experimentation led to the
instrument that we know today.
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It is perhaps no coincidence that the viola
emerged during the Renaissance period, a time
of great experimentation. The Renaissance was
the kernel of new learning and the emergence
of three such extraordinary instruments as the
violin, viola and cello ushered in a new phase
in music-making, one that has lasted to the
present day. And yet despite the viola being a
product of the Renaissance, it doesn’t possess
the clean lines of that period: its shape, intricate
curvature and exquisite carving suggest the late
Baroque.
Structure
One can cosider a viola in three dimensions.
If you imagine dismantling the curved top and
bottom of the viola – the top plate (or ‘belly’)
and back plate – you are left with the ribs
of the instrument with the acoustically and
architecturally important top, corner and bottom
blocks in place. Equally vital in this respect are
the soundpost and bass-bar which sit between
the top and back plates. If you further imagine
the dismantled fingerboard – the piece played
on by the left hand, you’ll find the tailpiece,
which attaches the strings via an endpin to
the body of the instrument and at the furthest
remove, the curved scroll. In between come the
bridge, which raises the strings and sits near the
vital ‘f’ holes, the two sound holes which allow
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the sound waves to travel from the instrument
towards the listener. Then there is the neck,
which sits behind the fingerboard, to which it is
attached and has to bear a tremendous amount
of physical strain. The nut, which is grooved
to accommodate the four strings, connects the
fingerboard to the peg board. This is how one
tunes the instrument. The scroll has retained
its characteristic shape, but today’s instrument
scrolls are significantly less florid than early
ones, which were sometimes carved with
animal heads. In some ways this is not unlike
the prow of 16th-century ships: beautifully and
brilliantly carved, startling aesthetically, and
of absolutely no structural benefit whatsoever.
It’s another example of the viola’s essentially
Baroque flavour. In fact, this is merely to
scratch the surface of an instrument that is
both beautiful and a compelling acoustic and
architectural object.
The specific woods used to make the viola
are identical to those for a violin: maple, spruce,
ebony, boxwood, willow and rosewood. The
back, ribs, neck and scroll are usually made
of maple, the top, blocks and linings of spruce.
The viola differs from the violin in a number
of important ways. Firstly, it is tuned differently,
a 5th below the violin in technical terms. Thus,
it has a richer, darker tone, far less penetrating
than the more florid soprano of the violin. But it
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is nevertheless capable of considerable power,
a quality increasingly prized in the 19th and
20th centuries when it had to contend with
larger orchestras, much bigger concert halls,
and with a commensurately greater tonal mass.
The viola certainly held its own in the face of
these developments. The other obvious way it
differs from its sibling, the violin, is that it is
clearly larger, though how much larger is a
question related to the individual instrument
as there is no standard size. Some famous
instrumentalists have preferred large violas,
whilst others have preferred to negotiate the
smaller span of more compact instruments.
It is a personal preference, some of which is
dictated by the player’s own physique and
reach. But with these matters come problems,
and these include questions of technique.
Most of the bowing and fingering of both the
violin and viola are the same, and because
the instrument is too large for a child’s hands
almost all violists originally study the violin.
However, because the viola is larger than the
violin the player needs to hold the instrument
at a slightly different angle to the way one
holds a violin: the viola is held somewhat lower
because of its size and weight. Also, because
of the wider finger stretches on the viola, it
is more tiring to play than the violin, requires
greater body strength and a different approach
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to the use of the right hand: the bow must dig
deeper into the string to generate a good sound
and as a result one finds that the violin ‘speaks’
more easily than its slower-to-respond sibling.
The bow in this respect has become
increasingly crucial. In its earliest days the bow
was often the same as a violin bow. However,
as music developed in difficulty and expressive
potential increased, so the bow changed to
meet those new demands. Requirements for
long-breathed phrasing from composers meant
a demand for a longer bow and wider hair
on the bow. This in turn aided projection of
sound in the new concert halls being built to
accommodate large-sized ensembles. By the
end of the 18th century and into the first part
of the 19th, bow production had reached
perfection in Paris where François Tourte was
the reigning craftsman. Bow-making was now
a separate craft in its own right, the craftsman
having to make a raft of intricate objects
such as plate, plug and ridge, the frog –
held by the player’s fingers – and screws, rings,
an underslide, mortise, heel-plate and the allimportant thumb grip. Even so there is no true
standard size of viola bow. The archetier, or
bow maker, prepares between 150 and 200
horse tail hairs before attaching them to the bow.
Although the viola is generally only one
seventh larger in size than the violin, it has
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long carved out an essential, independent
place in musical life. It is now indispensable
orchestrally and in smaller ensemble works.
Though its repertoire was sizeable even by the
19th century, the rise of virtuoso players drove
composers toward writing ever more intricate
and expressive works for the instrument, not
least sonatas and concertos. Its construction,
as we have seen, generates inherent technical
difficulties, but whilst the extremes of the viola’s
range can cause problems for the player
in performance, its middle range is richly
expressive, full of huskiness and pathos, and
one of its glories. The instrument has been
played by some of the greatest composers, from
Bach, Mozart and Beethoven to Dvořák, and
the explosion of pieces written for the instrument
in the 20th century attests to the fact that the
viola can now take centre stage in the world’s
concert halls.
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Telemann: Viola Concerto in G major –
II. Allegro
Not only was Georg Philipp Telemann a
prolific and popular composer, for many
in mid-18th-century Germany, he was
also more famous than his sometime rival
J.S. Bach. His Viola Concerto is a mainstay
of the Baroque repertoire, fusing the vitality
and bravura of the Italian school, notably
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